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  . . ). Follow a flight plan based on current weather conditions and avoid weather conditions. Change your planned route to
accommodate changing conditions. Record altitude, speed, airspeed, fuel consumption, battery charge, fuel quantity, and fuel

consumption rates during a flight. Identify technical problems with your aircraft that affect your flight and gain immediate
access to information about airports, radio frequencies, and communications systems. Estimate airframe, engine, and navigation
( . . . ). Generate graphs for visualizing aircraft performance, fuel consumption, battery power, speed, and altitude. Publish the
flight in different styles such as graphs and tables. The FlightSim Commander is the central feature of FSX ATC. This tutorial
focuses on the Field Management tools, we’ll have a look at the Aircraft Management section in a later post. Follow the tutorial

in order to reach the results in the screenshots below. 1. First open the FlightSim Commander. To do this, double-click on
FlightSim Commander.exe in the FSX directory or go to Help->Open FlightSim Commander. 2. In the Field Management

menu, the Tools menu is selected by default. Press Escape to exit this menu. 3. To add a new field, press Alt + F3. The Add
Field dialog opens. 4. Enter the name of the field in the Description field. 5. Press OK. Now you can modify the field, by

clicking on the blue text entry box. 6. Each field type is dedicated to a type of data. To edit a field type, press Ctrl + F6 to select
the field. In the field list, select the type of data you want to modify. For example, if you want to modify the fuel type, select the
Fuel Type from the list. 7. By default, the field editor displays information about the selected field type. If you want to modify
only some field types, press Ctrl + F6 and select the field types you want to modify. 8. To change the type of a field, select a

different field type in the field list and press Enter. For example, if you want to modify the engine type, select the Engine Type.
9. You can check the Help system tab to find all the information about the features of the Field Editor. In this case, the engine

type is selected by default. To see all the features of the Field Editor, press F 82157476af
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